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Szymon Kobylarz – Portfolio of selected works

Born 1981 in Świętochłowice, Poland. Lives and works in Katowice, Poland.
Szymon Kobylarz creates pictures, sculptures, and installations. He is less interested in ordinary reality than in the failures of imitation—of Ancient Greek
mimesis. His pictures practice painting that strives to be photography or ordinary cracks in the ceiling. Both come to him with such ease that he pushes
the medium to perfection and absurdity at the same time. Where other artists
train their hand, Kobylarz plays with the senses and (common) sense. He paints
what is, while giving the impression of fiction, or of something that has never
existed, or is deceptively real. His favorite activity is isolating the paranoia of
science; the borderlands where rationality turns into mania, even insanity. He
compromised the blind pragmatism of science back in his graduation project,
designing a self-service euthanasia clinic (a 1:1.5 scale model of the institution,
2007). He also brought the principles of Cold War defense to life in an absurd
fashion by building weapons of everyday objects (Civil Defense, 2010).
He is fascinated by such dual personalities as Charles Bukowski (Henry Chinaski) and Kurt Vonnegut (Kilgore Trout), who created their own alter egos in
their novels, or the complex personality of Frederick the Great. His large-format
watercolor series (2012) documents non-existing but hypothetical exhibitions.
It is also a demonstrative return to the humble and self-sufficient medium of
painting, created in the quiet of the workshop.

Works

Fibonacci Chaos, 2015, series
For the works of his latest series, Kobylarz focuses on mathematics, and in particular the way the Fibonacci Sequence, the “φ” (phi) numeral, fractal geometry, and
the golden ratio appear in natural constructions: from the DNA code, through human proportions, the height of plants, the shape of a snowflake, hurricanes, and
the shape of galaxies. This phenomenon is commonly known (theories about this are particularly popular on Youtube), yet to this day it has no known explanation.
In his works from the Fibonacci Chaos series, Kobylarz transfers precise numbers onto simplified forms that imitate nature. He builds models of bushes and trees
out of wood, while the length, thickness, and angle of their branches is calculated and determined by a formula. This is how the “perfect tree” models are made.
Nonetheless, despite very precise premises, the final effect is beyond control: “I believe that with these works I am showing the inconstancy of the human hand as
compared to the precision of numbers, mathematics, and computers, which deal much more quickly and precisely with such simple figures. The mistakes I make
while sculpting these works, however, are much the same as what the wind is for the trees,” says Kobylarz. The calculated aesthetic component is an essential part
of the project. All the works are based on the Fibonacci Sequence, and as such, are directly linked with the number “φ” (phi), also known as the golden ratio, which
is deeply rooted in our culture. When we use it we inevitably find harmony and eye-pleasing proportions.
A major element of Kobylarz’s work is the use of simple materials and production technologies involving manual processing. The material used is mainly various
kinds of wood recycled from waste products. On the one hand it is biological, and on the other it has been machine processed (and prepared for use by technology), or previously served as ready-made household products (chairs, tables, etc.). Reworking this wood back into biological forms, it becomes what it previously
was. The process of hand-working the material provides the opportunity to make mistakes, and is the opposite of the initial precise mathematical construction. The
intersection of human error, the unpredictable material (there are cracks, knotholes, and the type and quality of the wood), and cold mathematics is crucial to the
artist. Kobylarz’s work is like visualizations of mathematical concepts, even more, it tests them – insofar as a model construction by its (concept) formulae (or rules)
is true. Johannes Keppler once claimed that “God is a mathematician,” and that “geometry existed before the Creation, is co-eternal with the mind of God, is God
Himself.” If so, Kobylarz is checking if God also makes mistakes: only art could be so bold.

Fractal (small tree), 2015, sculpture, wood, 220 x 120 x 50 cm

Black branch 1, 2015, sculpture, wood, paint, 28 x 60 x 23 cm

Black branch 2 (spiral), 2015, sculpture, wood, paint, 6.5 x 23 x 12 cm

Black branch 3 (Fib.1-7), 2015, sculpture, wood, paint, 13 x 33 x 13 cm

Untitled (Branch), 2015, sculpture, wood, 110 x 80 x 60 cm

Fractal (Tree), 2014, sculpture, wood, 300 x 200 x 200 cm
Szymon Kobylarz’s sculpture of a tree, whose shape is based on a digitally
generated fractal image, was constructed especially for his solo exhibition
Diamat (2014); at Galeria Stzuki Wspolczesnej (Poland). Both the length and
thickness of the tree’s branches reduce in size according to Leonardo Fibonacci’s mathematical formula - the Fibonacci Sequence - whereby the next
number in the series is calculated by adding up the two numbers preceding it. The artist created the tree on the basis of a three-dimensional model,
which was generated using Wolfram, a mathematical computing software.
Once this was complete, Kobylarz bought woodden boards of varying thickness, which he then sculpted according to the model. This juxtaposition of
mathematics with craftsmanship is a vital and unique aspect of Kobylarz’s
artistic method; in taking on the role of a carpenter, Kobylarz brings the
trunk, and each digitally generated twig and branch, to life. The branches
are made mostly out of pinewood, whereas the trunk is made out of beech
wood. This was the first of the series the artist is still developing.

Fractal (Tree), 2014, sculpture, wood, 300 x 200 x 200 cm (details)

Fractal, 2013, painting, acrylic on wood, 125 x 166 cm
The tree I painted in this image was created digitally, using a computer program that generates fractals. I found it fascinating that a mathematical structure, in spite
of its order, may look biological and, at first glance, random, in nature. The Chaos is only superficial, however, because three branches grow from a bough, and these
divide into another three, etc. Thus, each branch is repeated, and the tree is symmetrical, calculated according to a formula. Szymon Kobylarz

Exhibition views
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Diamat, 2014, kuratiert von Łukasz Białkowski, Galeria Sztuki Współcysnej, Poland, PL
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